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Microsoft joins the Linux Foundation, 
15 years after Ballmer called it 'cancer'
Google joins the .NET Foundation

By Tom Warren @tomwarren  Nov 16, 2016, 11:46am EST

https://www.theverge.com/2016/11/16/13651940/microsoft-linux-foundation-membership

Former Microsoft CEO might have labeled Linux "a cancer" 15 years 
ago, but things couldn't be any different this week. Microsoft, the 
software giant that has built its empire on closed-source proprietary 
software, is joining the Linux Foundation. 10 years ago that would 
have seemed unimaginable, but Microsoft has been steadily 
embracing open source recently, leading it to become the top 
organization with the most open source contributors on Github.

Steve Ballmer was the only person to raise the issue of 
Linux when he wrapped up Microsoft's annual financial 
analysts meeting in Seattle, although he put Sun and Oracle 
ahead in terms of being stronger competitors. They of 
course are 'civilised' competitors - but the Linux crowd, in 
the world of Prez Steve, are communists.

Ballmer wanted "to emphasise the competitive threat, and in 
some senses the competitive opportunity, that Linux 
represents. Linux is a tough competitor. There's no 
company called Linux, there's barely a Linux road map. 
Yet Linux sort of springs organically from the earth. 
And it had, you know, the characteristics of 
communism that people love so very, very much about 
it. That is, it's free. [Outlook Express is free, and also 
sometimes lets strangers share your hard disk - is this 
anarchism? - Ed] And I'm not trying to make fun of it, 
because it's a real competitive issue. Today, I would say, we 
still don't see a lot of Linux competition in most quarters on 
the desktop, and we see a lot of Linux competition in some 
server markets. And we could either say, hey, Linux is going 
to roll over the world, but I don't see that happening. That's 
not what's going on right now."

https://www.theregister.co.uk/2000/07/31/ms_ballmer_linux_is_communism/



  

96% of applications include 
open source or free software 
components, with an average 
257 components per 
application.

Average percentage of codebase 
that is open source or free 
software:  57%  (36% in 2017). 
Many applications now contain 
more open source than 
proprietary code.

2018 Open Source Security and Risk Analysis Report. Synopsys Center for Open Source Research & Innovation: https://www.synopsys.com/content/dam/synopsys/sig-assets/reports/2018-ossra.pdf



  

93%

79%

Open Source Program Survey, The New Stack and The Linux Foundation (via the TODO Group)
https://thenewstack.io/survey-open-source-programs-are-a-best-practice-among-large-companies/

60%



  

The State of Enterprise Open Source, Red Hat, 2019, https://www.redhat.com/en/enterprise-open-source-report/2019

Change in use of enterprise open source over the past 12 months

Change in use of enterprise open source over the next 12 months



  

Open Source-Powered Neo4j Raises $80M Series E
https://news.crunchbase.com/news/open-source-powered-neo4j-raises-80m-series-e/



  

Projected revenue of open source [free software] 
services from 2017 to 2022 (in billion U.S. dollars)

Open Source Services Market by Service Type (Support, Maintenance and Management, Implementation, Consulting), Industry (Manufacturing, Healthcare and Life Sciences, 
Retail and Distribution), and Region - Global Forecast to 2022, MarketsandMarkets™, 2018,

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/open-source-services-market-worth-3295-billion-usd-by-2022-673381913.html



  

The success of free software and open source (enterprise 
adoption, corporate and VC investment, marketing and 

promotions, pace of development/innovation) has created an 
environment where  some choose to align themselves

with the movement, while dismissing community norms, 
fundamental tenets, expectations, and recognized practices.



  



  

Though the community has proved that [free software and] open source
is among the most important ideas in the history of technology,

it faces a whole new set of tests as it transforms from
scrappy underdog to  pillar of the mainstream.

- Klint Finley

Free Software



  “a whole new set of tests”

● Project maturity and sustainability
● Maintainer/contributor/developer burn-out
● Business models
● Social impact / consequences 
● Community development and management
● New technologies & techniques
● Licensing (complexity/compatibility)

Free Software



  “a whole new set of licenses”

● Project maturity and sustainability
● Maintainer/contributor/developer burn-out
● Business models
● Social impact / consequences 
● Community development and management
● New technologies & techniques
● Licensing (complexity/compatibility)

Free Software



  “a whole new set of licenses”

BSD + Patents license (Facebook)

Cryptographic Autonomy License (CAL)  

Commons Clause

Do No Harm

Fair Source

Qabel Public License

Server Side Public License

996.ICU

Free Software



  

The Open Source Definition*
1. Free Redistribution

2. Source Code

3. Derived Works

4. Integrity of The Author's 
Source Code

5. No Discrimination Against 
Persons or Groups

6. No Discrimination Against 
Fields of Endeavor

7. Distribution of License

8. License Must Not Be 
Specific to a Product

9. License Must Not Restrict 
Other Software

10. License Must Be   
  Technology-Neutral**

* The Open Source Definition was derived from Debian’s Free Software Guidelines (Perens),
first published with the Debian Social Contract in July, 1997. 
** The tenth criteria was added in 2002. 



  

Software Freedom
The Four Freedoms

0. Freedom to run the program as you wish, for any purpose 

1. Freedom to study how the program works, and change it so it 
does your computing as you wish.
: Access to the source code is a precondition for this.

2. Freedom to redistribute copies so you can help others.

4. Freedom to distribute copies of your modified versions to others
: By doing this you can give the whole community a chance to benefit 
from your changes. Access to the source code is a precondition for this.

 Stallman, Richard M. (February 1986). "GNU's Bulletin, Volume 1 Number 1". Gnu.org. p. 8. Retrieved 2019-02-08. https://www.gnu.org/bulletins/bull1.txt



  

“a whole new set of tests”
The Four Free-ums?

Free-um 0: to associate, e.g. “Free-washing” (Open-washing)
: to spin a product or company as [free], although it is not. - Michelle Thorn
: having an appearance of [Free Software] and licensing for marketing purposes, while 
continuing proprietary practices. - Audrey Watters

Free-um 1: to assert, e.g. “Fauxpen Source” 
: software that claims to be open source, but lacks the full freedoms required by the Open 
Source Definition. - Phil Marsosudiro 

Free-um 2: to restrict, e.g. “Free-ish Software” (“Nope-in Source”)
: software that invokes benefits/values of free software development and ideals, but 
places restrictions on the users or activities. - Patrick Masson

Free-um 3: to ignore, e.g. “Post FOSS”
: fuck the license and governance, just commit to github. -  James Governor
: not explicitly in the public domain, but the authors appear to intend free use, 
modification, distribution and distribution of the modified software, similar to the freedoms 
defined for free software. - Daniel J. Bernstein 

“a whole new set of licenses”
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Image credit: “Giant Washing Machine London”, by  .Martin.  [CC BY-ND 2.0], via Flickr https://www.flickr.com/photos/martinrp/386952349

Spin a product
or company as 
Free, although
it is not



  

"Jolla’s core value is freedom... That’s why we’ve picked Intel’s innovation platform, backed by open source, to power 
the Jolla Tablet."

"...Jolla Tablet...runs Jolla’s own independent and intuitive open source based mobile operating system Sailfish OS"

Welcome onboard the Jolla Tablet journey! For $10 you’ll... get to support the greatest open source project ever...!

"Together with the open source community, we’re continuing to strengthen our privacy capabilities at every 
opportunity."

"All of our customers can have their say on the direction of our products through Jolla and other open source 
communities that we work closely with."

Video

https://youtu.be/jBQdfcLhts8?t=26 

https://youtu.be/jBQdfcLhts8
https://youtu.be/jBQdfcLhts8?t=26


  



  
https://jolla.com/sailfish-eula/



  

“The core components of our software (“Free Software”) are 
all available as open source via various projects in which we 
actively participate.” 

https://jolla.com/sailfish-eula/



  

License restrictions: “Although we encourage you to develop our 
Software to make it better, we cannot allow such development, 
modifying or any harmful interaction with the version of our 
Software distributed integrated in a product. This is because the 
integration version includes proprietary components from third 
parties who do not allow it. In case of Free Software, have fun but 
do not do anything harmful and remember to respect the 
applicable free license terms. ”

https://jolla.com/sailfish-eula/



  

License restrictions: “You are expressly prohibited 
from...copying any elements of our Software, 
including code, graphics, sounds, our name, trademark, 
logo or other proprietary information, without our prior 
written consent.”

https://jolla.com/sailfish-eula/



  

Jolla seems to like the idea of community and freedom but closed source 
software is against both.

Which parts of Sailfish are closed source, why, and will that change? I recently 
saw a list of packages sorted by license and at first glance anything remotely 
Jolla specific was closed source.

Good bye Jolla: I'm really so disappointed and frustrated. I came to Jolla 
because I searched for freedom. I was blinded by their marketing and the 
positive comments in press and blogs. But directly after I received my phone, 
and I gave away my iPhone I discovered that Jolla isn't FOSS...

Is Jolla deliberately misleading their customers?

https://together.jolla.com/questions/scope:all/sort:relevance-desc/page:1/query:%22open%20source%22/



  

"Jolla’s core value is freedom... That’s why we’ve picked Intel’s innovation platform, backed by open source, to power 
the Jolla Tablet."

"...Jolla Tablet...runs Jolla’s own independent and intuitive open source based mobile operating system Sailfish OS"

Welcome onboard the Jolla Tablet journey! For $10 you’ll... get to support the greatest open source project ever...!

"Together with the open source community, we’re continuing to strengthen our privacy capabilities at every 
opportunity."

"All of our customers can have their say on the direction of our products through Jolla and other open source 
communities that we work closely with."

Video

https://youtu.be/jBQdfcLhts8?t=26 

Face it. We have been mislead and screwed by a bunch of crooks!
- Gerald Maccioli 3 years ago

Any updates on the 2nd half of the refund? Another decade of interest free 
loan? The company is already selling jolla os to experia users and just 
ignoring their original backers.

- Florido Santos  16 days ago

Florido Santos 

https://youtu.be/jBQdfcLhts8
https://youtu.be/jBQdfcLhts8?t=26
https://www.indiegogo.com/individuals/4073086


  

OVER $2.5 Million
and ??? code contributions



  

Fauxpen SourceFauxpen Source
((free-um to assertfree-um to assert))

A description of software that claims to be A description of software that claims to be 
open source, but lacks the full freedoms open source, but lacks the full freedoms 
required by the Open Source Definitionrequired by the Open Source Definition

Image credit: “crossed-fingers-cross-fingers-363478” [Public Domain (CC0)], via Pixabay.: https://pixabay.com/en/crossed-fingers-cross-fingers-363478/



  

We haven't reviewed the Open Public License, so can't give a formal opinion 
without running it through the process. But, I'll note that the license includes 
a requirement to notify the initial developer of every change. This type of 
requirement is generally regarded as failing to meet the Free Distribution 
criteria of the Open Source Definition. So, if we did review the Open Public 
License, the likely outcome is that we'd rule it as not open source.

- Allison Randal, OSI President



  

Fauxpen Source Software
Qabel is a free, open-source, decentralized, expandable platform, that...

- Qabel GmbH (https://qabel.de/index-en.html)

The entire project is open source and available as a 
GitHub repository since today. It is under a license 
called Qabel Public License Version 0.1 . The company 
encourages anyone interested to view the code and 
provide feedback.
- https://www.heise.de/newsticker/meldung/Qabel-verspricht-abhoersichere-Cloud-Plattform-2219838.html

Qabel is open source, crowdfunding already 
completed. The software is now in beta phase.
- https://www.br.de/puls/themen/netz/datenschutz-im-netz-fuer-alle-100.html

It is a free, open-source and 
expandable platform, that hides
data and metadata from everyone 
and particularly the provider.

Qabel is a free, open source, 
expandable software platform that 
makes communication and data 
exchange on the internet as 
technically safe as possible and thus 
easy to use.



  

Fauxpen Source Software
Qabel is a free, open-source, decentralized, expandable platform, that...

- Qabel GmbH (https://qabel.de/index-en.html)

The entire project is open source and available as a 
GitHub repository since today. It is under a license 
called Qabel Public License Version 0.1 . The company 
encourages anyone interested to view the code and 
provide feedback.
- https://www.heise.de/newsticker/meldung/Qabel-verspricht-abhoersichere-Cloud-Plattform-2219838.html

Qabel is open source, crowdfunding already 
completed. The software is now in beta phase.
- https://www.br.de/puls/themen/netz/datenschutz-im-netz-fuer-alle-100.html

It is a free, open-source and 
expandable platform, that hides
data and metadata from everyone 
and particularly the provider.

Qabel is a free, open source, 
expandable software platform that 
makes communication and data 
exchange on the internet as 
technically safe as possible and thus 
easy to use.

The software "Qabel" is licensed under
the QaPL, a specially developed license,
which's source code is open. The QaPL

can neither be classified according to the 
standards of the Free Software Foundation, 

nor the standards of the Open Source Initiative
as a "Free Software License" or an

"Open Source License" respectively.



  

Fauxpen Source Software
Qabel is a free, open-source, decentralized, expandable platform, that...

- Qabel GmbH (https://qabel.de/index-en.html)

The entire project is open source and available as a 
GitHub repository since today. It is under a license 
called Qabel Public License Version 0.1 . The company 
encourages anyone interested to view the code and 
provide feedback.
- https://www.heise.de/newsticker/meldung/Qabel-verspricht-abhoersichere-Cloud-Plattform-2219838.html

Qabel is open source, crowdfunding already 
completed. The software is now in beta phase.
- https://www.br.de/puls/themen/netz/datenschutz-im-netz-fuer-alle-100.html

It is a free, open-source and 
expandable platform, that hides
data and metadata from everyone 
and particularly the provider.

Qabel is a free, open source, 
expandable software platform that 
makes communication and data 
exchange on the internet as 
technically safe as possible and thus 
easy to use.

[a] No license is granted by the Original Copyright Holder for the
Commercial Use of the Library or other software licensed under the QaPL.
In particular, no license is granted for linking Applications to the Library

 which shall be used commercially. If you would like to use the Library or 
other software licensed under the QaPL for commercial purposes or link to 

an Application that shall be used commercially, including selling an 
Application that shall be linked to the Library or other software licensed 

under the QaPL, please inquire with the Original Copyright Holder.

[b] No license is granted by the Original Copyright Holder for military,
intelligence or related purposes, including but not limited to 

intelligence and military research.



  

              Free-ish Software
                   (free-um to restrict)

Snoopy, Come Home,  ©1972, Paramount Home Entertainment/CBS Home Entertainment 

Software that invokes 
benefits/values of free 
software development and 
ideals, but places restrictions 
on the users or activities



  

https://fair.io/



  

Fair Source License
...many open source developers have struggled to find ways to actually make 
money from their work. It's better to be 90 percent open than 10 percent open.

Quinn Slack, CEO & Co-founder, Sourcegraph 
https://medium.com/@michaeldehaan/why-open-source-needs-new-licenses-d2d9d819a10

We’re offering the world a new choice in between open source and closed 
source. Fair Source enables companies to share source code with the public and 
still drive revenue. It’s the best of both worlds—transparency and progress without 
sacrificing our businesses.

Fair Source License FAQ
https://fair.io/

 I need my software to be free only for non-commercial purposes. I need my 
software to be free only for small users, or for some kinds of uses. I don’t want 
anyone to use my software to provide paid services without paying me. That is the 
genesis of the “new open source license”.

Heather Meeker, Specialist in open source software licensing and strategy
https://heathermeeker.com/2018/06/24/revisiting-the-open-source-business-model/



  

Do No Harm License
After making open source software for 15 years, participating in the communities 
and contributing to countless projects. I think it's time to look a little harder 
at the broader impact of our work and see if we can do better then ideas 
written down 40 years ago.

Reconbot, via GitHub
https://github.com/raisely/NoHarm/pull/27#issuecomment-419482778

A license for developers who write open source code to make the world a 
better place. As developers we can no longer close our eyes to the fact that 
open source code is being used by individuals and organizations to the 
detriment of our society. The Do No Harm License is for developers that 
agree in general with the principles of open source software, but are 
uncomfortable with their software being used as part of efforts to destroy lives, 
our environment and our future.

Do No Harm License ReadMe
https://github.com/raisely/NoHarm/blob/master/README.md



  

https://github.com/raisely/NoHarm



  

lobbies for, promotes, or derives a majority of income from actions that support or contribute to:

● sex trafficking
● human trafficking
● slavery
● indentured servitude
● gambling
● tobacco
● adversely addictive behaviours
● nuclear energy
● warfare
● weapons manufacturing
● war crimes
● violence (except when required to protect public safety)
● burning of forests
● deforestation
● hate speech or discrimination based on age, gender, gender identity, race, sexuality, religion, nationality

b) lobbies against, or derives a majority of income from actions that discourage or frustrate:

● peace
● access to the rights set out in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Convention on the 

Rights of the Child
● peaceful assembly and association (including worker associations)
● a safe environment or action to curtail the use of fossil fuels or prevent climate change
● democratic processes

https://github.com/raisely/NoHarm



  

...applies a narrow, minimal-form 
commercial restriction on top of an 
existing open source license to 
transition the project to a source-
availability licensing scheme. 

The combined text replaces the 
existing license, allowing all 
permissions of the original license to 
remain except the ability to "Sell" the 
software as defined in the text.

- https://commonsclause.com/

Is this “Open Source”?      No.

“Open source”, has a specific definition that was written years ago and is stewarded by the 
Open Source Initiative, which approves Open Source licenses.



  

Commons Clause
Go to Amazon Web Services (AWS) and hover over the Products menu at the top. 
You will see numerous open-source projects that Amazon did not create, but runs 
as-a-service. These provide Amazon with billions of dollars of revenue per year.

To be clear, this is not illegal. But we think it is wrong, and not conducive to 
sustainable open-source communities.

...it is time to reexamine the ethos of open source in today’s environment. 
Commons Clause is reviving the original ethos of open source. Academics, 
hobbyists or developers wishing to use a popular open-source project to power a 
component of their application can still do so. But if you want to take 
substantially the same software that someone else has built, and offer it 
as a service, for your own profit, that’s not in the spirit of the open-source 
community.

Salil Deshpande, Bain Capital Ventures
https://techcrunch.com/2018/09/07/commons-clause-stops-open-source-abuse/



  

How do I contribute to Redis repositories under RSAL?
Anyone can contribute to any of these projects (including those licensed with RSAL), 
provided he/she signs our Contributor License Agreement.



  



  

Post Open Source:
Disdain or disregard for both licensing and governance

Image credit: “Talk to the Hand” by Simon Law, (CC BY-SA 2.0)], via Flickr: https://www.flickr.com/photos/sfllaw/2407885929
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James Governor



  



  “a whole new set of tests”

● Project maturity and sustainability
● Maintainer/contributor/developer burn-out
● Business models
● Social impact / consequences 
● Community development and management
● New technologies & techniques
● Licensing (complexity/compatibility)

Free Software



  

“a whole new set of tests”
The Four Free-ums?

Free-um 0: to associate, e.g. “Free-washing” (Open-washing)
: to spin a product or company as [free], although it is not. - Michelle Thorn
: having an appearance of [Free Software] and licensing for marketing purposes, while 
continuing proprietary practices. - Audrey Watters

Free-um 1: to assert, e.g. “Fauxpen Source” 
: software that claims to be open source, but lacks the full freedoms required by the Open 
Source Definition. - Phil Marsosudiro 

Free-um 2: to restrict, e.g. “Free-ish Software” (“Nope-in Source”)
: software that invokes benefits/values of free software development and ideals, but 
places restrictions on the users or activities. - Patrick Masson

Free-um 3: to ignore, e.g. “Post FOSS”
: fuck the license and governance, just commit to github. -  James Governor
: not explicitly in the public domain, but the authors appear to intend free use, 
modification, distribution and distribution of the modified software, similar to the freedoms 
defined for free software. - Daniel J. Bernstein 

“a whole new set of licenses approaches”



  

Image credit: "Rusty tools.JPG" by Biser Todorov, available under  GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2, via Wikimedia Commons.

Yes, some rusty, old tools to help!



  

Maturity Model
Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maturity_model).

“...stages of growth model for IT organizations.”

Maturity is a measurement of the ability of an organization for continuous 
improvement in a particular discipline (as defined in. [1] The higher the maturity, the 
higher will be the chances that incidents or errors will lead to improvements either in 
the quality or in the use of the resources of the discipline as implemented by the 
organization.

Most maturity models assess qualitatively people/culture, processes/structures, and 
objects/technology.

Most maturity models assess qualitatively people/culture, processes/structures, and 
objects/technology.[2]

1. Aceituno, Vicente. "Open Information Security Maturity Model". Retrieved 12 February 2017.

2. Mettler T (2011). "Maturity assessment models: a design science research approach" (PDF). International Journal of Society Systems Science. 3 (1/2): 213–
222. doi:10.1504/IJSSS.2011.038934.

Richard L. Nolan. 1973. Managing the computer resource: 
a stage hypothesis. Commun. ACM 16, 7 (July 1973), 
399–405. DOI:https://doi.org/10.1145/362280.362284



  

Traditional Maturity Model:
There are five levels defined along the continuum of a maturity model

1.Initial (chaotic, ad hoc, individual heroics) - the starting point for use of a 
new or undocumented repeat process.

2.Repeatable - the process is at least documented sufficiently such that 
repeating the same steps may be attempted.

3.Defined - the process is defined/confirmed as a standard business process, 
and decomposed to levels 0, 1 and 2 (the latter being Work Instructions).

4.Managed - the process is quantitatively managed in accordance with 
agreed-upon metrics.

5.Optimizing - process management includes deliberate process 
optimization/improvement.



  

Organizational Maturity
Look for, and look like...

License or...?
Foundation or Corporation?

Member-led or Self-appointed Leadership?
Self-directed or Managed Development?

Diverse contributors/contributions or Specific Skills/Roles?
Is the Project Forkable?

Industry-defined or Project-specific Standards?
Ensures Software freedom?



  

Principles
(2)

Objectives
(3)

Practices
(4)

Values
(1)

Courage

Humility

Participation

Honesty

Reflection

Communication

Evidence-
Based

Transparency

Self-Organizing
Groups

Collaboration

Openness

Simplicity

Continuous
Feedback

Emergence

Incremental
Development

Rapid 
Feedback

Web2.0

Use Cases

Decentralization

Bottom-up

Storytelling

Rubrics

Business 
Intelligence

Free Software Maturity Model
https://apereo.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/2398/pages/102924297/Openness+Index

https://github.com/massonpj/OpenMaturityModel



  

Trademark
Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trademark)

“...the trademark owner (the licensor) grants a permit to a third party 
(the licensee) in order to commercially use the trademark...”

A trademark is a type of intellectual property consisting of a recognizable sign, 
design, or expression which identifies products or services of a particular source 
from those of others,[2][3] although trademarks used to identify services are 
usually called service marks.[4][5] The trademark owner can be an individual, 
business organization, or any legal entity. [...] It is legally recognized as a type of 
intellectual property.

2. "A trademark is a word, phrase, symbol, and/or design that identifies and distinguishes the source of the goods of one party from those of 
others". Retrieved 13 December 2011.

3.  "A trade mark is a sign which can distinguish your goods and services from those of your competitors (you may refer to your trade mark as 
your "brand")". Retrieved 22 December 2012.

4.  "Trade marks identify the goods and services of particular traders. Signs that are suitable for distinguishing products or services of a 
particular enterprise from that of other companies are eligible for trade mark protection". Retrieved 22 December 2012.

5.  "Archived copy". Archived from the original on 23 October 2011. Retrieved 27 December 2012.



  

Image credit: Relayr verkauft seine Wunderbar auch ähnlich wie Schokolade.(Foto: Relayr) (https://www.n-tv.de/technik/Berliner-Wunderbar-ist-ein-Cebit-Sieger-article14733726.html)



  

The WunderBar Internet of Things WiFi & Bluetooth Sensor Starter Kit is a quick start 
development tool for Software Application Developers unfamiliar with complex wireless 
hardware designing, and a complete open-source wireless hardware reference design...

https://www.seeedstudio.com/Wunder-Bar-IoT-Kit-p-2236.html



  

Berlin-based Internet of Things startup relayr has closed a $2.3 million 
seed round from unnamed investors in the U.S. and Switzerland.



  



  

GPL

GNU General Public License Free Software Foundation;



  

The Moodle Trademark (https://moodle.com/trademarks/)

The word “Moodle” is trademarked in many countries around the world. […] Through this policy we’d like to make it clear 
how Moodle-related projects, organisations, and people can use the Moodle trademark. We’d also like to be clear about 
how use of the word is restricted when used to promote commercial Moodle services. We do this to protect the very 
business model that allows us to continue developing Moodle for you.

Allowed uses of “Moodle”

● Referring to the software or the Moodle project.
● Describing your own Moodle implementation (including within corporate settings).
● Describing a Moodle-based community hub.
● Describing some software you’ve made that integrates with Moodle (e.g. a Moodle integration feature on another 

system).

Restricted uses of “Moodle”

The following uses are generally prohibited without explicit and direct permission being granted to you by Moodle Pty 
Ltd. We do this to protect the Moodle project from software and sites which could confuse people.
 
● You can’t use “Moodle” in the name of your software (including Mobile apps).
● You can’t use “Moodle” in your company name.
● You can’t use “Moodle” in your domain name.
● You can’t use “Moodle” in advertising-related keywords (such as Adsense).
● You can’t use “Moodle” to describe services around Moodle (such as hosting, training, support, consulting, course 

creation services, theme development, customisation, installation, integration, analytics and certification). This applies 
even if you do not charge for the services. Note that usually only Moodle Partners have this permission.



  



  



  “a whole new set of tests”

● Project maturity and sustainability
● Maintainer/contributor/developer burn-out
● Business models
● Social impact / consequences 
● Community development and management
● New technologies & techniques
● Licensing (complexity/compatibility)

Free Software



  

Thank you
Patrick Masson

masson@opensource.org
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